List of changes introduced to the ILO model LFS for CAPI V3
(as of 28 June 2019)

DEMOGRAPHIC AND BACKGROUND MODULE

- **DEM_STR**: New question added
- **DEM_CONF**: New question added
- **DEM_NAME**: Question formulation revised
- **DEM_OTH**: New question added
- **DEM_INTRO**: New question added
- **DEM_SEX**: Question wording tailored to different respondent profiles
- **DEM_REL**: Question wording tailored to different respondent profiles
  - Filter added
  - Response option “REFERENCE PERSON/HEAD” changed to “REFERENCE PERSON”
  - Response option “OTHER UNRELATED PERSON” changed order from 7 to 6
  - Response option “DOMESTIC WORKER” changed to text that must be adapted as per national circumstances. Also, changed order from 6 to 7
- **DEM_BTH**: Question wording tailored to direct respondent
- **DEM_AG1**: Question wording tailored to different respondent profiles
- **DEM_MRT**: Question wording tailored to direct respondent
  - New option “COHABITING” added
- **DEM_EDL**: Question wording tailored to direct respondent
- **DEM_EDF**: Question formulation revised
- **DEM_EDC**: Question wording tailored to direct respondent
- **DEM_APP**: Question formulation revised
- **DEM_TRN**: Question wording tailored to different respondent profiles
  - New option “97 DON’T KNOW” added
- **MIG_BTH**: Question wording tailored to direct respondent
- **MIG_BTH_CNTY**: Question wording tailored to direct respondent
  - New option “997 DON’T KNOW” added
- **MIG_LARR_DATE**: Question formulation revised
- **MIG_LARR_DUR**: Question wording tailored to direct respondent
  - Filters changed
- **MIG_REAS**: Question wording tailored to direct respondent
  - Response option “TO LOOK FOR PAID WORK” changed to “TO LOOK FOR WORK, CLIENTS”
  - Response option “TO START A BUSINESS” deleted
  - Response option “HEALTH” changed to “MEDICAL TREATMENT, HEALTH”
  - Response option “CONFLICT, INSECURITY, NATURAL DISASTER (DROUGHT, EARTHQUAKE, FLOOD, ETC)” changed to “CONFLICT, INSECURITY, NATURAL DISASTER”
  - Response option “LIFESTYLE, COST-OF-LIVING” added
- **MIG_CTZ**: Question formulation revised
- **MIG_CTZ_CNTY**: Question wording tailored to direct respondent
  - New option “997 DON’T KNOW” added
- **DIF_INTRO**: Question wording tailored to direct respondent
  - Filters changed
- **DIF_SIGHT**: Question wording tailored to direct respondent
  - Instructions added
- **DIF_HEAR**: Question wording tailored to direct respondent
  - Instructions added
- **DIF_MOBI**: Question wording tailored to direct respondent
  - Instructions added
- DIF_CONC: Question wording tailored to direct respondent
  - Instructions added
- DIF_CARE: Question wording tailored to direct respondent
  - Instructions added
- DIF_COMM: Question wording tailored to direct respondent
  - Instructions added
- HLL_INTRO: New question added
- HLL_SRC: Question formulation revised
  - Response option “Remittances from abroad” changed to “Money or support from people living abroad”
  - Instructions changed
- HLL_SMN: Instructions changed
  - Response option “Remittances from abroad” changed to “Money or support from people living abroad”
  - Response option “997 CANNOT SAY” added
- HAL_CRP: New question added
- HAL_LIV: New question added
- HAL_FSH: New question added
- HAL_ANY: Question replaced with HAL_CRP, HAL_LIV and HAL_FSH
  - Filters changed
- HAL_MKT: Question formulation revised
  - Filters changed
- HAL_PNO: Question formulation revised
- HAL_PNO_DEC: Question formulation revised

LABOUR MODULES

- RSP_INTRO: New question added
- RSP_AVAIL: Question formulation revised
  - Filters changed
- RSP_DIR: Filters added
- RSP_PPNO: Filters changed
- RSP_REL: Filters changed
- ATW_PAY: Question formulation revised
  - Filters changed
- ATW_PFT: Question formulation revised
- ATW_FAM: Question formulation revised
- GLO_EMP: New case added
- ABS_JOB: Question formulation revised
- AGF_CHK: Response option “Farming or rearing farm animals” was split into two response options “Farming” and “Rearing farm animals”
- AGF_ANY: Question formulation revised
  - Question options changed
  - Filters changed
- AGF_MKT: Question formulation revised
- AGF_GDS: Question formulation revised
- AGF_OCC: Question deleted
- AGF_DYS: Instructions added
- AGF_HRS: Instructions added
- GLO_MLT: New values added
- MJJ_MULT: Question wording tailored to different respondent profiles
  - Filters changed
- **MJJ_INTRO**: Question wording tailored to different respondent profiles
  - Filters changed
- **MJJ_OCC_TLE**: Question formulation revised
- **MJJ_OCC_MTD**: Question formulation revised
- **MJJ_EMP_REL**: Question formulation revised
  - Response option “As an [employee] for someone else” changed to “As an [employee]”
  - Response option “Without pay in a household or family business” changed to “Helping in a family or household business”
- **MJJ_HIRES**: Question wording tailored to different respondent profiles
- **MJD_WHO_PAYS**: Question formulation revised
  - Response option “The business, organisation or household where (you/NAME) (do/does) the work” changed to “PLACE/UNIT WHERE THEY WORK”
  - Response option “Or a different organisation, business or household” changed to “ANOTHER AGENCY/AGENT THAT ORGANIZES THE WORK”
  - Response option “OTHER (SPECIFY):_____________” added
- **MJD_BOSS_TAX**: Response option tailored to direct respondent
- **MJU_INS**: Question formulation revised
- **MJU_REF**: Question formulation revised
  - Filters changed
- **MJU_NAM**: Question formulation revised
  - Filters changed
- **MJU_MAC**: Question formulation revised
  - Filters changed
- **MJU_SIZ**: Question wording tailored to different respondent profiles
  - Filters changed
- **MJU_PLC**: Question formulation revised
  - Response option “ON THE STREET OR ANOTHER PUBLIC SPACE” changed to “ON THE STREET OR ANOTHER PUBLIC SPACE WITHOUT A FIXED STRUCTURE”
  - Response option “ON A VEHICLE (WITHOUT DAILY WORK BASE)” changed to “IN/ON A VEHICLE (WITHOUT DAILY WORK BASE)”
- **MJT_SYR**: Question formulation revised
- **MJL_CORP**: Question formulation revised
  - Question wording tailored to different respondent profiles
  - Filters changed
- **MIS_REGI**: Question formulation revised
  - Question wording tailored to different respondent profiles
  - Filters changed
- **MIS_BOOK**: Question formulation and response options revised
- **MJC_CONOP**: Question formulation revised
  - Response option “For the completion of tasks” changed to “Until the date a task is completed”
  - Response option “Not permanent but without a specified end date” changed to “Ongoing with no specified end date”
  - Response option order changed
- **MCD_TEMPRES**: Question formulation revised
  - Response option “It is a period of training (apprentice, trainee, research assistant, etc)” changed to “It covers a period of training (apprentice, trainee, research assistant, etc)”
  - Response option “It is required before a permanent contract is granted” added in a new question (MCD_PERM)
  - Response option “It is seasonal work” changed to “It covers a particular season”
  - Response option “It is substitute work” changed to “It is for substitute work”
  - Response option “It terminates once a specific task is completed” deleted
  - Response option “OTHER REASONS” changed to “NONE OF THE ABOVE”
  - Response option order changed
- Filters changed
- **MCD_PERM**: New question added
- **MCD_TASKSE**: Filters changed
- **MCD_CONTHRS**: New question added
- **MCD_CONTHRS_NUM**: Question moved from WTT module. Original name WKT_MJ_CONTHRS
  - Question formulation revised
  - Response option “998 NO AGREED OR CONTRACTUAL WORKING HOURS” changed to “997 DON’T KNOW”
- **MCD_CONMIN**: Question formulation revised
  - Filters changed
  - Response option “YES, IT SPECIFIES MINIMUM HOURS TO BE WORKED” and “YES, IT SPECIFIES TASKS OR WORK TO DO” changed to “YES, MINIMUM HOURS OR WORK GUARANTEED”
- **MIE_PVACLV**: Question formulation revised
- **SJJ_OCC_TLE**: Question formulation revised
- **SJJ_OCC_MTD**: Question formulation revised
- **SJJ_EMP_REL**: Question formulation revised
  - Response option “As an [employee] for someone else” changed to “As an [employee]”
  - Response option “Without pay in a household or family business” changed to “Helping in a family or household business”
- **SJJ_HIRES**: Question formulation revised
- **SJD_BOSS_TAX**: Response option tailored to direct respondent
- **WKT_INTRO**: New question added
- **WKT_MJ_USDAY**: Question formulation revised
- **WKT_MJ_USHRDY**: Question formulation revised
- **WKT_MJ_ABS**: Question formulation revised
  - Filters changed
- **WKT_MJ_OVT**: Question formulation revised
  - Filters changed
- **WKT_ABS_CHK1**: New question added
- **WKT_MJ_ACTHRS**: Question formulation revised
  - Filters changed
- **WKT_NUMJBS**: Question formulation revised
- **WKT_SJ_SAMEHRS**: Question formulation revised
- **WKT_SJ.ACTHRS**: Question formulation revised
- **WKT_OJ_SAMEHRS**: Question formulation revised
- **WKT_OJ.ACTHRS**: Question formulation revised
- **WKT_USHRSTOT**: formulae changed
- **WKT_ACHRSTOT**: formulae changed
- **WKT_USHRSTOT_CHK**: Question formulation revised
  - Filters changed
- **WKT_USHRSTOT1**: Question formulation revised
  - Filters changed
  - Prefill value added
- **WKT_ACHRSTOT_CHK**: Question formulation revised
  - Filters changed
- **WKT_ACHRSTOT1**: Question formulation revised
  - Filters changed
- **WKT_WNT_MRH**: Filters changed
- **SRH_JOB**: Filters changed
- **SRH_YER**: Question formulation revised
- **OPC_INTRO**: New question added
- **OPC_HCROP**: New question added
- **OPC_HDAY**: New question added
- **OPC_HHRS**: New question added
- **OPF_HFOOD**: Question formulation revised
  - Response option “Plant, maintain or harvest any crops, vegetables or fruits” moved to another question (OPC_HCROP).
  - Response option “NONE OF THE ABOVE” added
- **OPF_HPROD**: Question moved to OPC module, name changed to OPC_HPROD
  - Question formulation revised
  - Filters changed
- **OPF_HDAY**: Question wording tailored to different respondent profiles
  - Filters changed
- **BLD_OPG_HRS**: Instructions changed
- **MNF_OPG_HRS**: Instructions changed
- **WTR_OPG_HRS**: Instructions changed
- **FIR_OPG_HRS**: Instructions changed